
relaxed, the horse would relax. I took a deep breath, looked 
at the sky and willed my mind and body to relax.

Opening my mind to relaxation opened a connection to 
that horse. Soon she was standing still near the fence. Now 
as Sandy guided me, I used the crop to signal the horse, and 
we started our work. I signaled her to start, stop, walk, turn 
around and then run. Every time I felt my anxiety rise, the 
horse would start neighing and bolting toward the fence. I’d 
reset myself and we’d start over.

After four or five days, Sandy came into the corral and 
explained how to call the horse to me. She said I could try 

A person with PTSD should step lightly in the world, 
trying not to re-traumatize himself. So what was I doing 

in Arizona, thousands of miles from my home, in a small 
round corral with a horse, a thousand-plus-pound horse, 
neighing, pawing the ground, trying to leap over, or break 
down the fence?

My two-week vacation plans had not included a horse. 
However, I discovered when I got there that my friend was 
planning on spending a lot of time at a nearby stable. When 
we went to the stable, I found myself talking to the owner, 
who offered to teach me to ride. The closest I’d ever been to 
a horse was to ride on one of those head-hanging, slow-as-a-
snail trail horses. I thought riding was like driving a car. Now 
here I was standing alone, in the middle of a horse corral.

“The horse feels your fear and is acting it out. We won’t 
be able to get anywhere until you relax,” said Sandy, the 
trainer, from outside the corral.

Great, I thought. I’m standing in this corral with a crop in 
my hand. A crop made of leather, like the belts that so many 
times as a child tore open the skin on my back and legs. I’m 
scared of this crop I’m supposed to swing at the horse. I’m 
scared of this horse that weighs more than ten times as much 
as I do. Now I’m supposed to relax, so we can get some work 
done? I want to go home!

“Relax and the horse will relax,” Sandy repeated.
I took a deep breath, looked up at the sky and walked 

out of the corral. “Can’t do it,” I said, “maybe tomorrow.”
The next day Sandy began our session by teaching me 

to brush the horse. Success at this made me believe I could 
try again to ride. Once inside the corral, the trainer unhitched 
the lead rope from the horse, handed the crop to me and went 
to stand outside the ring and watch. Again Sandy said, “Re-
lax and the horse will relax. Then we can begin our work.” 
I forced myself to believe what Sandy said—that when I 
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From the Editor:
Animals have a life and logic of their own. 
Left alone, they come and go unbidden. 
Other, they yet are like us. Wordless, they yet 
communicate with us. Their messages seem 
to come from another world, a purer, cleaner, 
clearer, holier world. When their lives intersect 
with ours, we are affected. They touch a deep 
place within us. We present these stories from 
the world of the other, from the wordless ones, 
with gratitude for the kaleidoscope of ways that 
animals affect us.
Once again we have many more articles than 
could fit into our print version, so you can 
go to our website for more of the poignant 
stories of animals that have touched us 
<whatcanstthousay.org/extras>.   

Amy Perry and Mariellen Gilpin
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this every once in a while during each 
session, and when the horse came, that 
would mean we had bonded. Sandy 
said not to be surprised or sad if the 
horse didn’t come, because I had only 
been working with her for a few days. 
Sometimes bonds take a long time to 
form, and it took a lot of courage on 
the part of the horse to leave the safety 
of the outer edge of the corral and walk 
into the center to stand within touching 
distance of me. During that session, I 
didn’t call the horse right away, but 
we continued to work. I kept trying to 
relax into the bond between us. 

She came the very first time I 
called her. I cried. I had opened my 
heart to the horse and she had re-
sponded!

We worked together for a few 
more days, and then it was time for me 
to return to my life as an elementary 
school teacher. Shortly after returning, 
an observer came to my classroom. He 
commented that when I got “stern” 
with my class, inappropriate behaviors 
increased, and when I was “strict” with 
my class those behaviors decreased. At 
first, I had no idea what he was talk-
ing about; then I flashed back to my 
experience with the horse. When I was 
relaxed, she was relaxed. When I was 
anxious, she was anxious. I wondered 
if the same was true in my classroom, 
so I carefully observed the behavior 
of my students for a few days. I found 
that when I was relaxed, the children 
responded in ways that enabled learn-
ing, but when I was anxious, general 
chaos erupted! What was happening 
was clear, and it reinforced what I 
learned with the horse: it’s relaxing 
into the connection between us that 
allows change to happen, whether the 
bond is with a horse or a child, and 
allowing that bond to happen takes 
courage and grace.

Ordinarily WCTS prefers that our authors 
own their experience, but sometimes 
anonymity for an author feels appropriate 
to the editors.

A Robin Is 
Answered Prayer

Laurie Tucker

One early summer day I was 
walking in my favorite park, a 

restored prairie near my home. As is 
my custom, I was praying as I walked, 
opening to the wisdom of the trees, to 
the beauty of the wildflowers, to the 
connectedness of the birds. I sought 
all that for myself that day, but sadness 
and fear kept me from 
receiving blessings 
from creation. As I 
walked I cried out to 
God, “Where are you 
today, my God? Are 
you here?”

God, in his infinite love and pres-
ence, answered me through a robin. 
As I walked through the wildflower 
garden, I saw a robin four feet off the 
path in the grass. I greeted him with 
a hello, as I always do. But this time, 
instead of hopping away from me, as 
usually happens, the robin hopped 
toward me. I stood still, and the robin 
came closer. I slowly knelt down, and 

the robin hopped closer still. Moving 
very slowly, I lay my open hand on the 
ground. The robin stopped right next to 
my hand. Scarcely breathing, I slowly 
and gently stroked the robin’s back. It 
was silky and warm, impossibly soft. 
The robin shivered as I stroked, but 
held still.

I felt a deep connectedness to this 
being. No words were possible, but no 
words were necessary. Here was God’s 
answer to my cries. We are all one; 
every part of God’s creation knows 

and carries the presence 
of God. I felt such won-
der, such awe, such joy, 
such gratitude. I was in 
the presence of God, 
and I felt it.

The sound of ap-
proaching footsteps broke the spell. 
The robin hopped back into the grass, 
still watching me. I bowed in deep 
gratitude for this show of love and 
trust. I continued my walk, uplifted 
and held. Thanks be to God for a robin!

Laurie	 Tucker has grown beyond her 
Presbyterian roots. She has been blessed 
to meet many wise teachers along her way.

I felt a deep connect-
edness to this being. 
Here was God’s an-
swer to my cries.
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When I stand at the marsh below 
my house and look in the four 

directions, I remember the four animals 
who have appeared to me at important 
times and the messages they brought 
and still bring me.

At a very dark time in my life, 
fourteen years ago, I often heard and 
saw a pair of ravens flying above a hill 
to the east. I guess they were nesting 
there. I remembered that 
Raven flew into the 
dark to bring back fire 
to the First People, 
and so Raven taught 
me that light can be 
found in darkness if 
we have the courage 
to go into the dark. Ra-
ven has often appeared to remind me 
of this in the years since.

On another occasion, a large dark 
animal crossed the road in the distance, 
south of the marsh. A very big dog? 
Its hindquarters were too low. A black 
bear! By the time I reached the spot, 
the bear was gone. I followed its foot-
prints and came to a huge boulder, left 
thousands of years ago by the glacier. I 
walked around the boulder and found 
a way up to the top, where I sat and 
meditated a while.

A few months later, I found my 
way to that boulder again. I had a pain-
ful choice to make and went there to 
meditate. As I did, a gentle rain fell, 
the sun shone through the rain and 
I cried, as I felt love and protection 
around me. My choice became clear. I 
chose well, turning away from a path 
that would have brought great pain and 
danger. I have always thanked Bear 
for taking me to that huge rock. Bear 
protected me.

The morning of my son’s birth in 
1979 I saw two otters in the water to 

the west of the place I stand. Otters are 
such joyful animals, totally comfort-
able on land and in the water, playful, 
faithful, smart. My son almost had 
Otter as his middle name! I have since 
seen otters there and in other places, 
and they always remind me that life 
can be lived with joy.

The hermit thrush’s song is for 
me, as for Thoreau, the most beautiful 

and mysterious bird song. 
It beckons from deep 
in the woods to the 
north of the marsh, a 
distant music. A story 
I treasure tells of the 
hermit thrush who was 
brave enough, of all 

the animals, to come to 
earth to help a little girl named Sylvia 
who was lost and despairing. She’d 
forgotten that she was born from God 
and loved by God. The hermit thrush’s 
song reminded her of this, and though 
the thrush could not stay on earth to 
be with her, its song remained with 
her always, and she never forgot. So 
the hermit thrush reminds me that God 
loves me.

Raven and courage in the east; 
Bear and protection in the south; Ot-
ter and joy in the west; Hermit Thrush 
and God’s love in the north. These are 
my companions not only when I stand 
at the marsh, but any place I am in the 
world as I face the four directions.

David	 Blair has lived and worked in 
China, the Philippines and Vietnam. His 
inner journey has taken him to even more 
amazing places.  David now directs the 
Mariposa Museum and World Culture 
Center in Peterborough, NH, a museum 
that brings the world to New England’s 
doorstep in service of a peaceful and 
connected world: www.mariposamuseum.
org.

April Morning
Helen Weaver Horn

After dust and drought
a gentle rain. The water
gurgles in the pipes.
Out on the cistern slab
a dove lifts up her wing
and stretches each white
secret underfeather,
catching droplets,
shakes, furls in, lifts up
the other, holds it wide,
the wetness streaming
off her side. Around her
daffodils bow down.

Helen Weaver Horn is a 
member of Athens Friends 
Meeting, OH. She meets 
monthly with a Quaker Writers 
& Artists Group. She feels the 
mystery of Creation in the small 
daily happenings of the natural 
world. She and her husband 
have just incorporated their hill 
farm as a nature preserve.

Animal Guides
David Blair

The sun shone through 
the rain and I cried, as 
I felt love and protec-
tion around me. My 
choice became clear.
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Eldered by a Dog
Gene Hillman

Some twenty years ago Annapolis 
Friends were having a weekend 

retreat at Camp Catoctin in the Catoc-
tin Mountains of Maryland. Most of us 
stayed in the surrounding shelters, but 
activities and meals were in the lodge. 
We had come with our families, and in 
two cases this included dogs. One was 
Noah, a border collie who was highly 
trained both as a guide dog and for field 
trials. The other was a young retriever 
named Toby, not trained 
for anything. Sunday 
morning we held wor-
ship in the lodge.

Both dogs lay 
next to their owners 
in front of the fire. Wor-
ship was deep. About halfway through 
the appointed time I felt led to speak. I 
forget the subject and what I said, but I 
remember that I stood and spoke what I 
was given. I spoke slowly as the words 
came to me. And the words did come, 
for about two and a half sentences, 
but then, halfway through that third 
sentence, the words stopped. I stood 
waiting but nothing came; I was done. 
Feeling this wasn’t right, I finished the 
sentence on my own, and still on my 
own tried to sum up.

As soon as I started on my own, 
Toby stood up and looking directly at 
me (not really “pointing” me, but with 
a similar attitude), he started to bark in 

a regular cadence every second or two: 
“ruff … ruff … ruff...” I realized he had 
picked up on something so I stopped, 
and reluctantly sat back down. As soon 
as I stopped, Toby stopped too, lay 
back down and curled up where he had 
been, back to doing whatever it is dogs 
do in meeting for worship.

I have no way of knowing what 
he was sensing. Any change of tone 
or inflection would have been subtle, 
more subtle than what he hears in 
normal conversation. What did he pick 
up? I hesitate to say a dog’s sense of 

the spiritual is that acute 
(does a dog have a 
soul?), although I 
am aware that, for 
example, some dogs 
can warn epileptics 

of seizures before they 
happen. As a skeptic who can look 
God in the face as did Moses and at the 
same time question His or Her reality, 
I look for rational explanations. But I 
now know Toby had somehow sensed 
when I had outrun my Guide, and was 
letting me know.

After Meeting Toby came up to 
me as I sat on a low wall in front of the 
lodge. I thanked him for his eldering as 
I tousled my elder’s head and scratched 
him behind the ears.

At the time Gene	Hillman	was a member of 
Annapolis Monthly Meeting in Baltimore 
Yearly Meeting. He is now a member 
of Middletown Monthly Meeting in 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

More Than Love
Jennifer M. Roth

“Let’s give him a chance. I’ll take 
responsibility for him.”

It was a moment of impulse. When I 
first saw the shivering kitten with his 

infected, swollen eyes, I agreed with 
everyone else that euthanasia would 
be the kindest option. My experience 
as a veterinary technician told me his 
chances for survival were slim. He was 
so small I carried him to the veterinar-
ian cradled in the palm of my hand.

Then he bit me.
It was a tiny pain, a pinprick 

against the skin of my wrist. It told me 
he wasn’t done fighting, and suddenly 
I was speaking words I’d never meant 
to say. The veterinarian agreed to a stay 
of execution, but warned me the stray 
would likely die overnight.

That was three years ago. His 
name is Jonas, and he’s become a ro-
bust orange tabby with an attitude. He 
lost both eyes to infection, but blind-
ness hasn’t slowed him down. Sure, 
he may run into a wall now and then, 
but his only reaction is to hiss at the 
offending structure for getting in his 
way. Watching him stalk his sisters is 
watching a tiger on the prowl.

Having Jonas in the house hasn’t 
always been easy. Feral means a do-
mestic animal that has reverted to the 
behavior of the wild, and that’s Jonas 
all over. He wakes me every morn-
ing by gnawing on my cheeks. He is 
anything but tame. He doesn’t believe 
in doing anything halfway. He teaches 
everyone around him how to live life 
without fear.

The lesson he taught me was more 
personal. In life, most loves are small, 
but every once in awhile love grows 
teeth and takes you by the throat. I’ve 
always said I didn’t want children, 
but my feelings for Jonas are fierce 
and deeply maternal. Still, love alone 
didn’t save his life.

Seminary Question
A Friend of mine was saved by her dog from an abusive mother. When 
she was asked at her masters orals in seminary if she believed that God 
was a dog, she paused and then said, “Yes.”

Maurine Pyle thinks we are all mystics. She attends Southern Illinois Quaker 
Meeting, Carbondale, and is the director of Gaia House Interfaith Center, on the 
Southern Illinois University campus.

As soon as I started on 
my own, Toby stood 
up and started to bark.
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The night that little orange kit-
ten was brought into the veterinary 
hospital, I didn’t think. The offer to 
take responsibility came tumbling out, 
and I found something more powerful 
than love.

Taking responsibility for Jonas 
means sleeping on the floor beside 
his crate while he recovers from yet 
another surgery. It means spending 
fourteen thousand dollars in veterinary 
bills, and thousands more on interac-
tive toys and organic cat food. It means 
putting his needs before my own, and 
his needs are many. 

On sunny mornings, I take Jonas 
out on walks. He wears a harness and a 
bright red bandanna, which gives him 
a rogue-ish, jaunty air. He responds to 
every pull and tug of the leash without 
hesitation. I wear a bell around my 
ankle so he can hear my footfalls, and 
it keeps the rhythm as we walk around 
the block.

Jonas lives in a world of dark-
ness, but his trust in me is absolute. 
He pricks up his ears when cars roar 
by, but he never falters in his stride. 
It’s in those moments more than any 
other that I touch something greater 
than myself, something holy.

I’ve never been a spiritual person. I 
believe in those things that can be held 
and quantified. The idea of a higher 
power makes me nervous, threatening 
the control that is so important to my 
life. Usually I plan before I act, and I 
think before I speak.

I don’t know what I believe, but I 
know that three years ago something 
guided me to make a choice that had 
nothing to do with logic. My precious 
control was shattered and a moment of 
impulse became something holy.

And I’m grateful.

Jennifer	Roth is writing a book about her 
experiences as a veterinary technician. 
She and her mother, Carol Roth, edited 
and laid out WCTS before the days of 
electronic publishing, once dropping hot 
cookie crumbs on their perfect final copy.  

Maybe because of their lack of 
human speech, I think animals come 
closer to the real depth of Quaker 
silence than I do. There is something 
powerful in their mere presence. 
Animals—especially wild animals—
ground me in my reality and bind me 
to the present moment, which to me is 
half the journey toward being a truly 
spiritual person.

Twice in my life I have helped 
a songbird trapped indoors to get to 
freedom. The last bird I rescued was 
a young wren, still hav-
ing a white and fluffy 
youthful look about 
its feathers. I cupped 
it in my hands. The 
fragility and beauty 
of the tiny little heart-
beat against my fingers 
was breathtaking; I literally did not 
breathe until I got the small being out-
side to its natural element, away from 
the danger of beating itself to death 
against an unyielding window. (This is 
what I do so often: I beat myself silly 
against something that has no give. 
But if I allow Spirit, Spirit comes by 
and carries me to a new perspective, a 
new freedom.)

Once outside, I had to coax it from 
my fingers. It had rather a death grip 
on my hand, and I stood there for quite 

some time, trying to let it leave on its 
own and climb into the branches of a 
large shrub in my front yard. Seemingly 
scared and stunned, it stayed where it 
was, and even closed its eyes repeat-
edly, as if not wanting to see its new 
reality. Eventually I did give it a tiny, 
soft nudge of encouragement to leave, 
even tilting my hand extremely so that 
it almost fell. In fact it would have 
fallen, if at the last possible moment 
it had not stretched out one clawed 
foot and grabbed hold of the branch 

below it. I stood and 
watched as it regained 
its balance and closed 
its eyes again, resting 
and still ignoring the 
new world around it. 

I checked on it sev-
eral more times during 

the next hour or so. Finally it hopped 
off onto the ground. It did not soar right 
away, but the chance had been given to 
it once again. I am so grateful for that 
possibility in my own life, and for those 
nudges from God that may set me off 
balance at first, but help me remember 
what has been given to me and what 
is possible.
Annie	Black	 is a member of Cookeville 
Friends Meeting in Cookeville, Tennessee. 
She finds Hope, Grace, and God in Quaker 
business process, animals, family, and 
nature.

The Mate
James Baker

I don’t know whether animals have souls, but I know they certainly have 
feelings. One Sunday morning I came upon a dead Canada Goose 
beside the road. It was obvious it had just been killed by a car, because 
Canada Geese mate for life, and standing beside its dead mate was the 
other goose. I slowed and stopped, but could do nothing. The remaining 
goose and I looked each other in the eyes. I clearly saw such grief, 
mingled with accusation, that it lasted the rest of my day, and remains a 
vivid memory. How could an animal express these feelings so clearly?

James Baker is a retired chiropracter and researcher.  A member of Downers 
Grove meeting, Illinois, he lives now in British Columbia, where he helps take 
care of his youngest grandchildren.

Binding Me to the Present Moment
Annie Black

The fragility and beauty 
of the tiny little heart-
beat against my fingers 
was breathtaking.
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Holy Accompaniment
Jennifer Elam

Visiting niece, Leah, in Florida
I am plagued with a problem I can’t seem to solve.
 
I’ve given it to God, and
taken it back, 1000 times.
 
My favorite time of day, the sun
is just coming up.
 
Down by the ocean, the huge waves
call, “Come be with us.”
I answer the call.
 
I walk along the water.
Quiet, stillness, and suddenly
a Blue Heron lands, between
me and the water. 
 
And walks beside me.

I keep walking, the Blue Heron
keeps walking. I turn the other direction,
the Blue Heron turns.
 
We walk. In about seven minutes,
The Blue Heron flies away.
 
As the huge wings take flight, on
The ocean’s runway, I know what to do.
Peace comes.

Jennifer Elam is a member of Berea meeting, Kentucky, 
but presently attends Swarthmore meeting, Pennsylvania. 
She is the author of Dancing with God through The Storm: 
Mysticism and Mental Illness. A psychologist who works 
with children, she is looking forward to guest editing an 
issue of WCTS on Children’s Mystical Spirituality. 

It’s Just An Animal
Robin W. Harper

Many people have a soft spot in their heart for 
animals, and I am one of them. As a child, going to 
zoos was a mixed experience—enjoyment at seeing the 
animals, sadness at their confinement. I felt like they 
looked at me and let me feel their predicament—as if to 
say, “You know this isn’t right!” It made me feel like I 
had a special responsibility to them. Also, seeing a dead 
animal on the side of the road was particularly painful. 
A deer, legs sprawled in an unnatural position, head or 
rump crushed on the pavement, made my chest tighten.

I have always felt a bit of shame and guilt for notic-
ing the suffering of animals above that of people, and 
for feeling that animals are somehow more to me than 
humans are. I remember being gently made fun of for 
it: “Robin is so tender-hearted,” “Those big eyes get 
her every time,” “What would you do, let them all run 
loose?” etc. 

I began to feel differently about my sensitivity on 
the night I saw a litter of almost-grown kittens hiding 
in the grass of a drive-through at a fast food restaurant. 
I desperately wished I had something to feed them. So 
I did what felt like a really crazy thing—I went to the 
nearby grocery, bought some cat food, and went back 
and fed them. I was very much afraid that someone 
was going to be angry with me, for trespassing and also 
perhaps for possibly attracting rodents, although you’d 
know there was no fear of this if you had seen how they 
scarfed that food up! Despite my fears, I decided to let 
myself go ahead and buy dog and cat food to keep in my 
car, in case I was ever in that situation again.

I began to stop and feed stray animals whenever I 
saw them, always feeling guilty and a little bit scared. 
As I coaxed the dog or cat (mostly dogs) to come closer 
and trust me, I would argue in my head with anyone who 
might come along and take issue with me. My intuition 
was pretty clear that I was right, but I was constantly 
mentally justifying my actions. Some of these arguments 
went like this:

“This dog cannot go home with me. I already have 
four of my own. I will not take it to the shelter, because 
that means death.”

“This dog has no collar, so there’s no returning it to 
its owner. You can see it has no desire to be ‘rescued’—
he’s staying at a safe distance, waiting for me to leave 
the food and go.”

“This dog is suffering! Look how skinny! He is not 
going to leave anything behind to attract rodents.”
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“This is not ‘just a dog.’ He can 
feel pain and fear and hunger just like 
you and me. None of God’s creatures 
deserve to suffer like this, no matter 
how insignificant.”

Gradually over the months and 
years of doing this, I began to real-
ize that this was not just something 
I wanted to do, but something I had 
to do. Whenever I tried to convince 
myself I couldn’t stop to help an 
animal because I was running late or 
there were people who would see me, 
it was no good. Invariably I would 
have to turn around and go back. One 
day I finally realized that this was my 
ministry. I wish I could remember the 
words God said to me on that day. It 
was something along the lines of “Just 
do it.” I do remember hearing, “Who 
else is going to do this, if not you?” The 
feeling of shame was lifted from me. 
I felt I could at last name what I was 
doing. It felt pretty obvious then, that 
that was why I was always compelled 
to notice them, that that was why I had 
the “looking at me” experience—I was 
supposed to do something about it! 

I was reminded of the verse from 
Matthew, “Whatsoever ye do unto the 
least of these my brethren, ye do unto 
me.” I also thought of the message of 
St. Theresa, to do small things with 
great love. At last I knew I was doing 
God’s work, even in this tiny way.

Of course, the job quickly grew 
beyond just feeding. Now it’s also 
trying to find owners, if the dog is 
lost. It’s picking them up and fostering 
them, if they clearly want more than a 
meal. It’s getting them vet care, when 
they’ll let me. Even though I make 
donations to the county animal shelter 
and the Humane Society every year, I 
try not to take them there if I can help 
it, because they are forced to euthanize 
so many animals. I have been blessed 
with great assistance from Indepen-
dent Animal Rescue, the Coalition to 
Unchain Dogs, my vet, several no-kill 
shelters in the area, and many, many 
friends and family.

Others are called to be in the Peace 
Corps, to be doctors or social workers 
or teachers, to adopt children, to give to 
the many worthy humanitarian causes 
that are out there. But this is the job that 
God has given to me. I feel like crying 
with joy, just being able to write those 
words with confidence and faith!

Robin W. Harper has been a member of 
Chapel Hill Friends Meeting since 2001. 
She says, “I could not do this work without 
the support of my wonderful husband. 
He’s the reason I have boots in my car, 
in addition to dog and cat food—in case 
I need to follow dogs into the bush!” She 
tries (and often fails) to make time for 
silence every day.

Tell Us Your Stories!
What Canst Thou Say is a worship-sharing group in print. We welcome 
submissions of articles of 350-1500 words and artwork—line drawings 
or artwork suitable for black and white reproduction. Please send your 
text submissions in Word or generic text format and artwork in high 
resolution jpeg files. Photocopied art and typed submissions are also 
accepted. Send via email to <mariellen.gilpin@gmail.com>, or diskette 
or hard copy to WCTS, 818 W. Columbia, Champaign, IL 61820. 
All authors and artists retain copyright to their articles and artwork 
published in WCTS. WCTS retains the right to publish initially and also 
to reprint in WCTS anthologies. 
If you want to reprint an article from WCTS, please contact us for 
permission.

I Found God Here
Nan George

During last year’s summer ses-
sions, the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting 
asked the children to make signs that 
read, “I found God here.” They were 
asked to place them around the campus 
wherever they found a place or mo-
ment when they felt God’s presence. 

I found God in my front yard this 
past summer. 

First I noticed what I took to be 
little black worms that appeared to 
be eating the milkweed, and I wasn’t 
sure what they were. Soon, however, I 
found a larger “worm” that was black 
and yellow—the colors of the mon-
arch—and finally figured out that the 
little black “worms” were actually little 
monarch caterpillars. Over the days 
I watched as they ate the milkweed 
leaves and grew larger and larger.

One afternoon, during the heat of 
the summer, I was showing a Friend 
my treasured caterpillars when we 
noticed one had suspended itself from 
a twig and begun to form a cocoon. 
Watching a caterpillar create a co-
coon—what an amazing gift!

During the next several days, I sat 
and sat in the heat as I waited for the 
next stages of development. The shell 
of the cocoon became almost clear, and 
I could see the lovely monarch colors 
showing through.

Finally, she began to slowly 
emerge through a tiny hole. When 
she was fully free of the cocoon, she 
“sat” as her wings filled with fluid 
and opened. She moved to the top of 
a stem, and her wings continued to 
unfold into large, light, and airy body 
parts. I reflected that she probably was 
working to dry them without yet hav-
ing a clue what “wings” were for. But 
when they were dry, it seemed that the 
Monarch finally understood and began 
moving her wings as if testing their 
airworthiness. After several minutes, 
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Discovering God as Companion: 
Real Life Stories from What Canst Thou Say? 

Mariellen Gilpin, Editor 

“DISCOVERING GOD AS COMPANION underlines the power of ‘we’ sustained by the Religious 
Society of Friends for more than 350 years. Contributing Friends and companions of God have 
drawn so close to the Source of Love that Light streams through their written words into the 
world. Through the testimonies of these writers, readers can glimpse contemplative witness 
as one mark of the whole Quaker community.” —Judith Favor’s review in Friends Journal 

Retail $15.34, 172 pages Available from FGC Bookstore <quakerbooks.org> (800) 966-4556

Across the Gulf
Caroline T. Sullivan 

Across the Gulf 
the little Ruby-throat
the first autumn of his life
flies south all alone
over what must seem interminable miles,
secure in the knowledge of the route.

As a doubter who has never quite
known the way home,
I am envious of his inheritance:
The sure knowledge of the way to paradise.

Caroline T. Sullivan has a degree in independent 
studies and has written numerous poems. She is an 
attender of Columbia meeting, Missouri.

fully satisfied, she flew straight up and over the roof of 
my house, heading east.

She was gone, but not my sense of Presence through-
out this astounding metamorphosis. From caterpillar to 
monarch butterfly—what a blessing to have watched! In 
the same way, God/Spirit is present during our transfor-
mations. If we are patient and sit with what is unfolding, 
without judgment or any attempt to control or fix what 
is happening, beauty is often the result. May these im-
ages of summer beauty remind you that the darkness is 
not forever. 

Query: Where would you place a sign reading “I 
found God here”? 

Nan	George is a member of Columbia Meeting, Missouri. The 
butterflies, birds, raccoons, squirrels, and other critters that 
come to her yard feed her spirit. This article first appeared in 
the Columbia Friends Newsletter.

On Feathered Wings
Roxy Jacobs

A few years ago I was reading Listening to the Light by 
Jim Pym, who gives this advice:  “Be aware of the spirit 

of God at work in the ordinary activities and experience 
of your daily life. Spiritual learning continues throughout 
life, and often in unexpected ways. There is inspiration to 
be found all around us, in the natural world, in the sciences 
and arts, in our work and friendships, in our sorrows as well 
as in our joys.”  

I, too, have discovered that God speaks to me in both the 
ordinariness of life and in the unexpected. God often shapes 
my dreams or touches me through the presence and voice 
of a friend. There have been moments when, unexpectedly, 
I’ve come upon a scene of such great beauty that I’ve been 
momentarily stopped, unable to move or even breathe. In 
these times I’m reminded that God is ever present. Con-
versely, in times of tremendous stress or sadness, I feel the 
Spirit draw near and enfold me. 

 “Because thou hast been my help, therefore in the 
shadow of thy wings will I rejoice. ... My soul followeth 
hard after thee: thy right hand upholdeth me.” Psalm 63: 7,8 
(King James Version)

On rare occasions I have encountered God in the form 
of a bird. These glimpses are one facet of my relationship 
with the Divine.

I began reading the psalms as a child and, though most 
were beyond my understanding, I treasured the image of 
being sheltered beneath the wings of God. Perhaps this 
is the reason that God has chosen so many birds to come 
into my life with messages of hope, forgiveness, and love. 
Three birds appear most often: I am visited in the world 
of dreams by an eagle who brings revelation or a lesson to 
be learned; in the natural world a crow or great blue heron 
appears. The crow brings laughter and joy, while the heron, 
with its great wings, always brings a message of comfort, 
reassurance, and peace. 
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Such was the case one night when I was 
sorrowing deeply for my youngest son who, 
after years of struggle and pain, had been com-
mitted to the state mental hospital—about five 
hours from my home. I was not allowed to visit 
him for the first 30 days, but after that, weather 
permitting I tried to visit twice a month. The 
grounds of Madison State Hospital overlook 
the Ohio River, which forms the southern 
boundary between Indiana and Kentucky. 

One night after a visit that had not gone 
well, I was too upset to begin driving home. I 
just needed to walk. I walked for a long time 
along the river, feeling sheltered by the dark-
ness. Suddenly there was the heron, a solitary 
fisher standing in the wet moonlight, silhou-
etted against the soft shape of Kentucky hills 
rising into the darkness on the opposite bank. 
The great bird looked steadily into my eyes, 
and I felt gathered and enfolded by Peace.  I 
stood, overcome, hearing only the sounds of 
the lapping of the river.  At last he turned from 
me and, with great flapping wings, flew east 
into the night. My heart filled with words that 
later I would write.  

 Suddenly and unexpectedly 
you are there, 

standing in the shallows, 
poised and still. 

My heart informs me 
of your presence 

and I glimpse eternity in your eye.  

The world falls away. 
I feel myself opening, 

then fading into nothingness. 
I am light, ethereal, shimmering; 

there is no need for breath.  

I am in the water 
flowing round your feet; 

in the sound of the current 
moving through the  branches 

of a fallen tree; 
in the air whispering 

among the reeds 
and tickling the grassy bank.  

Guardian of my days, 
you come to me when grief 

is more than I can bear. 

You invite me to rest 
in the shadow of your great wings. . 

When joy pulls me laughing 
out into the world, you meet 

me at water’s edge and share 
with me the blessing of the day.  

A path leads me along the 
great flowing Ohio at midnight; 

my heart is peaceful 
and tonight I walk my prayer. 

I see you are there, 
standing in the moonlight. 

The words of a song come to me, 
“It is well, it is well with my soul.” 

Roxy Jacobs is a member of Duneland 
Meeting, Valparaiso, Indiana. Much of this 
story was included in the Plummer Lecture 
that she was asked to deliver on the closing 
day of Illinois Yearly Meeting, 2000, and 
was later published. An added footnote is 
that her son, now 35 years old, has learned 
to manage his illness, and with the aid of 
disability benefits has lived on his own for 
the last eight years.

Great Blue Heron
Roxy Jacobs

WCTS Needs a New Treasurer
The WCTS team is grateful for the loyal 
and reliable service of Joan Johnston for 
the past few years, but since she has to 
move on to other involvements in her life, 
we need a new Treasurer.
The responsibilities of theTreasurer are to 
make deposits, write checks to cover the 
expenses of producing and mailing What 
Canst Thou Say, and make periodic reports 
to the other volunteer WCTS staff. It is not 
a very big job because there is only a little 
activity, but this labor of love undergirds all 
that WCTS does.
If you are led to volunteer for these 
tasks and interested in joining the WCTS 
team, please send a letter expressing 
your interest and qualifications for the 
volunteer position as Treasurer of WCTS, 
along with a recommendation from your 
Monthly Meeting, by snail mail to WCTS c/o 
Richard Himmer, 1035 Hereford Drive, Blue 
Bell PA 19422-1925, or by email <info@
whatcanstthousay.org>.
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August 2011
Creativity and Mysticism
Editor: Judy Lumb 

Whether expressed as poetry, 
prose, drawing, painting, sculp-
ture, dance, or music, our cre-
ativity often seems to have di-
vine mystical sources. Have you 
felt like a channel with creative 
inspiration flowing through 
you? What is your experience of 
creative inspiration? How have 
others responded to your cre-
ativity? Have you experienced 
creative inspiration in a group? 
How do you celebrate and give 
thanks for your creativity?

Deadline: May 15, 2011

November 2011
Death and Dying
Editor: Mike Resman

Death be not proud (John Donne). 
Facing our own death or that of 
a loved one is challenging. What 
spiritual lessons have helped you? 
What have you experienced while 
supporting loved ones who were 
dying? Have you participated in 
a planned death? What are your 
reflections on that experience? 
How do you view your own death? 
What experiences have led you to 
that view? How have your loved 
ones responded to your plans and 
attitudes toward dying?

Deadline: August 15, 2011

February 2012 
Shame
Guest Editor: Lois Pomeroy with 
Mariellen Gilpin 
The expense of spirit in a waste of shame...
(Shakespeare, Sonnet 129).  Some of us ate 
shame for breakfast when we were very 
little, and have spent a lifetime learning 
to invest our spirit in healthier ways.  Can 
you remember a time before you were 
shamed? How has baby-shame manifested 
in adulthood? How did you realize shame 
crippled you? What made you decide to 
change? What spiritual practices have 
helped you let go of ancient shame?  Has 
Spirit helped you move beyond it? Share 
your story of healing from inappropriate 
shame.

Deadline: November 15, 2011 


